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The Broken Cord

1990

michael dorris story of his adopted son adam born with fetal alcohol syndrome fas explores the enormous scope of the disease

and parallels one father s endless battle to overcome the problem from the author of a yellow raft in blue water copyright libri

gmbh all rights reserved

Broken Cord

1999

introduce your students to these award winning books with these engagin teaching guides each guide includes an author

biography background information summaries thought provoking discussion questions as well as creative cross curricular activities

and reproducibles that motivate students for use with grades 4 8

Guests

1996-12

working men features fourteen stories in as many different voices of men and women young and old blue collar and middle class

salesmen and craftsmen vets and draft dodgers they are the voices of native americans new england yankees southern



gentlewomen by turns serious and comic gay and straight playful and sad masterfully spun and compellingly crafted these stories

comprise a diverse gallery of characters written with an almost magical ability to bring each one achingly vividly truthfully to life

Working Men

2003-12

louise erdrich and michael dorris the most prominent writers of native american descent collaborate on all their works in these

interviews conducted both separately and jointly they discuss how their writing moves from conception to completion and how the

beet queen tracks a yellow raft in blue water and the crown of columbus have been enhanced by both their artistic and their

matrimonial union being of mixed blood and having lived in both white and native american worlds they give an original

perspective on american society sometimes with humor and always with refreshing candor their discussions undermine the

damaging stereotypes of native americans some of the interviews focus on their nonfiction book the broken cord which recounts

the struggle to solve their adopted son s health problems from fetal alcohol syndrome included are two recent interviews published

here for the first time in this collection erdrich and dorris tell why they have chosen to write about many varying subjects and of

why they refuse to be imprisoned in a literary ghetto of writers whose only subjects are native americans

Conversations with Louise Erdrich and Michael Dorris

1994

モスは 収穫祭の日に見知らぬお客が訪ねてくるのがいやだった だからひとり 森に分け入っていった 男の子なら必ず体験しなければならない 森の時間 ヤマアラシとの会



話やひとりぼっちの少女との出会いを重ねたモスは 家族の絆や他人への思いやりの大切さに目ざめてゆく 朝の少女 で家族の光り輝く愛を綴った著者が再び謳いあげる 鮮

烈な魂の成長の物語

森の少年

1999-07-01

dorris s first book for children presents a soulful affecting portrait of a family living on a pristine bahamian island in 1492 presented

in alternating chapters are the lyrical imagery filled first person narratives of morning girl and her younger brother star boy with its

spare compelling prose dorris s singularly involving work should be read by both children and adults for many generations to come

Morning Girl

1999-05-19

this book is about transnational and transracial adoption in north american culture it asks to what extent does the process of

international adoption reflect imperious inequalities around the world or can international adoption and the personal experiences of

international adoptees today be seen more positively as what has been called the richness of adoptive being the areas covered

include native north american adoption policies and the responses of native north american writers themselves to these policies of

assimilation this might be termed adoption from within adoption from without transnational adoption is primarily dealt with in articles

discussing chinese and korean adoptions in the us the third section concerns such issues as the multiple forms that adoption can

take notions of adoption and identity adoption and the family and the problems of adoption



International Adoption in North American Literature and Culture

2017-09-06

collects over one thousand entries that provide insight into international views experiences and expertise on the topic of disability

Encyclopedia of Disability

2006

the bestselling author of the broken cord and yellow raft in blue water presents an engaging and masterful collection of essays that

offers readers the opportunity to spend time with one of the most engaging minds of the contemporary literary scene highly

recommended library journal

Matter of Conscience

1998-08

this study portrays how louise erdrich s writing extends bakhtin s concepts of dialogism and the novel through an investigation of a

selection of her works as well as her practices of writing co writing re writing and reading novels erdrich s hallmark dialogic literary

style and practice encompasses writing a series of books re cycling protagonists narrators events themes and settings re writing

previously published novels employing heteroglossia and polyglossia co authoring texts blogging about books translating different



epistemologies for different audiences and spotlighting families as the main thematic concern in dialogue with her own parenting

experiences as depicted in her memoirs she writes a growing series of novels compost pile like capitalizing on former novels as

well as adding new elements and new stories in the process thus a dialogic intra textual microcosm emerges erdrich suffuses her

writing with an incessant quality of changing and becoming her novels resist closure while protagonists return and demand

attention and the author answers dialogically by penning new tales erdrich s writing can be accessed because it concerns shared

human experiences and relationships both their ambivalence and their beauty erdrich includes instead of alienating sympathizes

instead of judging which makes her an internationally acclaimed author with her work crossing topographies epistemologies and

identities

Paper Trail

1994

a native american boy with a special gift to see beyond his poor eyesight journeys with an old warrior to a land of mystery and

beauty

Dialogism or Interconnectedness in the Work of Louise Erdrich

2017-05-11

a study guide for michael dorris s a yellow raft in blue water excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise

study guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for further



reading and much more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs

Sees Behind Trees

1997-10-18

first multi year cumulation covers six years 1965 70

A Study Guide for Michael Dorris's "A Yellow Raft in Blue Water"

2016-06-29

women and resistance in iran cowboy songs fetal alcohol syndrome the conquest of everest women settlers in natal what do these

topics have in common the study of what used to be called commonwealth literature or the new literatures has by now come to be

known as postcolonial study this collection of essays investigates the status of postcolonial studies today the contributors come

from three generations the pioneers who introduced study of the new literatures into university english departments the next

generation who refined and developed many of the theoretical positions embodied in postcolonial study and the next much

younger generation who use the established practices of the discipline to investigate the application of this theory in a wide range

of cultural contexts although the authors write from such different starting points a surprisingly similar set of images phrases and

topics of concern emerge in their essays they return constantly to issues of difference and similarity the re examination of

categories that often appear to be too rigidly defined in current postcolonial practices and to concepts of sharing experience ideas

of home and even the use of land postcolonizing the commonwealth studies in literature and culture offers an intriguing analysis of



the state of postcolonial criticism today and of the application of postcolonial methods to a variety of texts and historical events it is

an invaluable contribution to the current debate in both literary and cultural studies

Current Catalog

1993

when children are born with disabilities or become disabled in childhood parents often experience bewilderment they find

themselves unexpectedly in another world without a roadmap without community and without narratives to make sense of their

experiences the disabled child memoirs of a normal future tracks the narratives that have emerged from the community of parent

memoirists who since the 1980s have written in resistance of their children s exclusion from culture though the disabilities

represented in the genre are diverse the memoirs share a number of remarkable similarities they are generally written by white

heterosexual middle or upper middle class ablebodied parents and they depict narratives in which the disabled child overcomes

barriers to a normal childhood and adulthood apgar demonstrates that in the process of telling these stories which recuperate their

children as productive members of society parental memoirists write their children into dominant cultural narratives about gender

race and class by reinforcing and buying into these norms apgar argues special needs parental memoirs reinforce ableism at the

same time that they re writing against it

National Library of Medicine Current Catalog

1993



some say the fetus is the tiniest citizen if so then the bodies of women themselves have become political arenas or recent cases

suggest battlefields a cocaine addicted mother is convicted of drug trafficking through the umbilical cord women employees at a

battery plant must prove infertility to keep their jobs a terminally ill woman is forced to undergo a cesarean section no longer

concerned with conception or motherhood the new politics of fetal rights focuses on fertility and pregnancy itself on a woman s

relationship with the fetus how exactly cynthia daniels asks does this affect a woman s rights are they different from a man s and

how has the state helped determine the difference the answers rigorously pursued throughout this book give us a detailed look

into the state s paradoxical role in gender politics as both a challenger of injustice and an agent of social control in benchmark

legal cases concerned with forced medical treatment fetal protectionism in the workplace and drug and alcohol use and abuse

daniels shows us state power at work in the struggle between fetal rights and women s rights these cases raise critical questions

about the impact of gender on women s standing as citizens and about the relationship between state power and gender inequality

fully appreciating the difficulties of each case the author probes the subtleties of various positions and their implications for a

deeper understanding of how a woman s reproductive capability affects her relationship to state power in her analysis the need to

defend women s right to self sovereignty becomes clear but so does the need to define further the very concepts of self

sovereignty and privacy the intensity of the debate over fetal rights suggests the depth of the current gender crisis and the force of

the feelings of social dislocation generated by reproductive politics breaking through the public mythology that clouds these

debates at women s expense makes a hopeful beginning toward liberating woman s body within the body politic

Postcolonizing the Commonwealth

2006-01-01



long before the official establishment of the commonwealth intrepid pioneers ventured west of the allegheny mountains into an

expansive alluring wilderness that they began to call kentucky after blazing trails clearing plots and surviving innumerable

challenges a few adventurers found time to pen celebratory tributes to their new homeland in the two centuries that followed many

of the world s finest writers both native kentuckians and visitors have paid homage to the bluegrass state with the written word in

the kentucky anthology acclaimed author and literary historian wade hall has assembled an unprecedented and comprehensive

compilation of writings pertaining to kentucky and its land people and culture hall s introductions to each author frame both popular

and lesser known selections in a historical context he examines the major cultural and political developments in the history of the

commonwealth finding both parallels and marked distinctions between kentucky and the rest of the united states while honoring

the heritage of kentucky in all its glory hall does not blithely turn away from the state s most troubling episodes and institutions

such as racism slavery and war hall also builds the argument bolstered by the strength and significance of the collected writings

that kentucky s best writers compare favorably with the finest in the world many of the authors presented here remain universally

renowned and beloved while others have faded into the tides of time waiting for rediscovery together they guide the reader on a

literary tour of kentucky from the mines to the rivers and from the deepest hollows to the highest peaks the kentucky anthology

traces the interests and aspirations the achievements and failures and the comedies and tragedies that have filled the lives of

generations of kentuckians these diaries letters speeches essays poems and stories bring history brilliantly to life jesse stuart once

wrote if these united states can be called a body kentucky can be called its heart the kentucky anthology captures the rhythm and

spirit of that heart in the words of its most remarkable chroniclers



The Disabled Child

2023-01-10

there really are women who are less than good mothers however during the past quarter century the definition of bad mother has

changed with changing lifestyles and changes to the family structure mothers today are blamed for a host of problems drawing

together the work of prominent scholars and journalists and individual cases bad mothers marks an important contribution to the

literature on motherhood

At Women's Expense

2009-06-30

louise erdrich following in the native american narrative tradition has crafted enduring tales of homecomings her widely acclaimed

debut novel love medicine garnered prestigious awards and quickly made its way onto bestseller lists and into readers hearts in

this full length critical volume stookey uncovers the layers of wisdom and humor embedded in erdrich s engaging writing stookey

analyzing each novel in turn examines the characters and themes that recur in erdrich s canon of interconnected stories this

insightful analysis helps students and lovers of fine literature approach erdrich s work with greater appreciation for her bold

narrative style this study begins with a fascinating biographical account tracing early influences in louise erdrich s life the

subsequent chapter discusses erdrich s place in literary tradition as a novelist a poet and a storyteller it also offers lucid analysis

of how erdrich skillfully manages to reconcile traditional and experimental approaches to the construction of her novels a full



chapter then examines each novel in terms of literary style plot character development and theme alternate critical approaches to

erdrich s writing are also given for each of her six major works to date a bibliography and lists of general criticism biographical

sources and reviews complete this volume making it an indispensable resource for any reader seeking to develop a greater

understanding of erdrich s writings

The Kentucky Anthology

2010-09-12

contains forty three alphabetically arranged essays that provide biographical and critical information about indian authors from

throughout history most of whom live or lived in the u s and who wrote or write primarily in english who have made significant

contributions to the body of native american literature

BAD MOTHERS

1998

you have to take the children away donald trump taking children argues that for four hundred years the united states has taken

children for political ends black children native children latinx children and the children of the poor have all been seized from their

kin and caregivers as laura briggs s sweeping narrative shows the practice played out on the auction block in the boarding schools

designed to pacify the native american population in the foster care system used to put down the black freedom movement in the

us s anti communist coups in central america and in the moral panic about crack babies in chilling detail we see how central



americans were made into a population that could be stripped of their children and how every us administration beginning with

reagan has put children of immigrants and refugees in detention camps yet these tactics of terror have encountered opposition

from every generation and briggs challenges us to stand and resist in this powerful corrective to american history

Louise Erdrich

1999-09-30

when ten year old rayona s native american mother enters a treatment facility her estranged father a black man finally introduces

her to his side of the family who are not at all what she expected

Native American Writers of the United States

1997

because women read books differently than guys do every woman knows books are more than a way to kill time on the bus they

re therapy that fits in our bag whether we re wallowing in a sullen perennial adolescence or our biological clock is ringing and we

can t find the snooze button books are the dog eared friends that help us deal with our baggage as we navigate life s journey now

bibliotherapy prescribes the best of classic and contemporary chick lit that women turn to again and again for inspiration a tree

grows in brooklyn for escape ladder of years for revenge against the patriarchy our blood and for bonding with our girlfriends

waiting to exhale upper thigh spread sparking a midlife crisis read a lady s life in the rocky mountains and remember that it s not

over until the fat lady yodels did your pot of gold turn out to be fourteen karat tin open your eyes with awakening to the sacred



and learn to savor your rainbow wondering what all the fuss is about climb into bed with lady chatterley s lover and explore your

pleasure potential with provocative points to ponder as you read what is the metaphorical significance of a codpiece fun quotes

and a list of books that must not be read but in dorothy parker s words thrown with great force bibliotherapy ensures you ll always

find the right literary prescription no matter what phase of life you re teetering on the brink of plus doomed but inspired heroes

books to read when you re sick of your career and are seriously considering taking up alpaca ranching in peru bad girls we d like

to have over for girls night books that are the equivalent of citronella for men and much more from the trade paperback edition

Taking Children

2020-06-16

medical humanities and disability studies are disciplines at the cutting edge of innovative critical work in the study of health and

disability but to date there has been no book length examination of the relationship between the two although each has emerged

from different heritages they share many features from discussing the complexities of embodiment identifying processes of

exclusion and championing user participation to a commitment to new forms of critical writing in disciplines explores the

connections between the two disciplines in detail it presents a series of provocations about how they interact the forms their

practice take and their strengths and weaknesses as working methods with a focus on life stories that give accounts of health and

disability experiences it mixes creative and critical writing in an accessible manner aimed at a wide audience in both medical

humanities and disability studies and across new humanities more widely the book asserts that both disciplines need to evaluate

and challenge core assumptions if they are to remain critically relevant in the evolving study of social and cultural understanding of

health and disability



The Window

1999-05-20

my primary concern is with the ethics of representing vulnerable subjects persons who are liable to exposure by someone with

whom they are involved in an intimate or trust based relationship unable to represent themselves in writing or unable to offer

meaningful consent to their representation by someone else of primary importance is intimate life writing that done within families

or couples close relationships or quasi professional relationships that involve trust rather than conventional biography which can be

written by a stranger the closer the relationship between writer and subject the greater the vulnerability or dependency of the

subject the higher the ethical stakes and the more urgent the need for ethical scrutiny from the preface vulnerable subjects

explores a range of life writing scenarios from the celebrity to the ethnographic and a number of life writing genres from parental

memoir to literary case studies by oliver sacks g thomas couser addresses complex contemporary issues he investigates the role

of disability in narratives of euthanasia and explores the implications of the human genome project for life writing practices in any

age when many regard dna as a code that scripts lives and shapes identity throughout his book is concerned with the ethical

implications of the political and economic as well as the mimetic aspects of life writing

Bibliotherapy

2008-12-10

the prize winning author of the broken cord and a yellow raft in blue water draws upon this powerful poignant and very personal



examination of his reaction to the country s overwhelming poverty

Medical Humanities and Disability Studies

2023-09-21

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as

the trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from politics

and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and

excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Vulnerable Subjects

2018-08-06

moore dispels the myths that rural life does not contain urban problems such as poor parenting and substance abuse while its

economy depends on farming or mineral extraction the realities and recent changes in rural life mean that social services must

adapt to the needs of the rural communities

Rooms in the House of Stone

1993



until recently collaborative authorship has barely been considered by scholars when it has the focus has been on discovering who

contributed what and who dominated whom in the relationship and in the writing in women coauthors holly laird reads coauthored

texts as the realization of new kinds of relationship through close scrutiny of literary collaborations in which women writers have

played central roles women coauthors shows how partnerships in writing between two women or between a woman and a man

provide a paradigm of literary creativity that complicates traditional views of both author and text and makes us revise old habits of

thinking about writing focusing on the social dynamics of literary production including the conversations that precede and surround

collaborative writing women coauthors treats its coauthored texts as representations as well as acts of collaboration holly a laird

discusses a wide array of partial and full coauthorships to reveal how these texts blur or remap often uncanny boundaries of self

status race reason and culture that of the delany sisters and amy hill hearth on having our say lesbian couples whose lives and

writings were intertwined including katherine bradley and edith cooper michael field and gertrude stein and alice b toklas and the

native american wife and husband authors louise erdrich and michael dorris framed in time by the feminist and abolitionist

movements of the mid nineteenth century and the ongoing social struggles surrounding gender race and sexuality in the late

twentieth century the partnerships and texts observed in women coauthors explore collaboration as a path toward equity both

socioliterary and erotic for the authors here who collaborate most fully with each other two are much better than one

New York Magazine

1997-06-16

presents a chronological history of native americans detailing significant events from ancient times and before 1492 to the present



The Hidden America

2001

this provocative collection of essays reveals the passionate voice of a native american feminist intellectual elizabeth cook lynn a

poet and literary scholar grapples with issues she encountered as a native american in academia she asks questions of critical

importance to tribal people who is telling their stories where does cultural authority lie and most important how is it possible to

develop an authentic tribal literary voice within the academic community in the title essay why i can t read wallace stegner cook

lynn objects to stegner s portrayal of the american west in his fiction contending that no other author has been more successful in

serving the interests of the nation s fantasy about itself when stegner writes that western history sort of stopped at 1890 and when

he claims the american west as his native land cook lynn argues he negates the whole past present and future of the native

peoples of the continent her other essays include discussion of such native american writers as michael dorris ray young bear and

n scott momaday the importance of a tribal voice in academia the risks to american indian women in current law practices the

future of indian nationalism and the defense of the land cook lynn emphasizes that her essays move beyond the narrowly

autobiographical not just about gender and power not just focused on multiculturalism and diversity but are about intellectual and

political issues that engage readers and writers in native american studies studying the indian cook lynn reminds us is not just an

academic exercise but a matter of survival for the lifeways of tribal peoples her goal in these essays is to open conversations that

can make tribal life and academic life more responsive to one another



Women Coauthors

2000

the first social history of disability and difference in american adoption from the progressive era to the end of the twentieth century

disability and child welfare together and apart are major concerns in american society today about 125 000 children in foster care

are eligible and waiting for adoption and while many children wait more than two years to be adopted children with disabilities wait

even longer in familial fitness sandra m sufian uncovers how disability operates as a fundamental category in the making of the

american family tracing major shifts in policy practice and attitudes about the adoptability of disabled children over the course of

the twentieth century chronicling the long complex history of disability familial fitness explores how notions and practices of

adoption have and haven t accommodated disability and how the language of risk enters into that complicated relationship we see

how the field of adoption moved from widely excluding children with disabilities in the early twentieth century to partially including

them at its close as sufian traces this historical process she examines the forces that shaped and continue to shape access to the

social institution of family and invites readers to rethink the meaning of family itself

Chronology of American Indian History

2014-05-14

the routledge critical adoption studies reader presents a central source of scholarly approaches arranged around fundamental

questions about how adoption as a complex practice of family making is represented in art philosophy the law history literature



political science and other humanities divided into three major parts this volume traces the history of adoption and its analogues

identifies major movements in the practice and illuminates comprehensive disciplinary frameworks that underpin the field s

approaches this key scholarly and pedagogical tool includes excerpts from scholars such as judith butler dorothy roberts margaret

homans margaret d jacobs arissa oh marianne novy and kori graves it explores a variety of representations of adoption and

embraces interdisciplinary discussions of reproduction as it intersects race ethnicity power relations the concept of nation history

the idea of childhood and many other contemporary concerns the routledge critical adoption studies reader provides a single

volume resource for instructors or students who want a convenient collection of foundational materials for teaching or reference

and for researchers newly discovering the field this volume s humanities perspective makes it the first of its kind to collect

secondary materials in critical adoption studies for researchers who in taking up cultural representations of adoption examine

cultural contexts not for their impact on the practice over time but for their richness of engagement with the human experience of

belonging kinship and identity

Why I Can't Read Wallace Stegner and Other Essays

1996-09-01

while great strides have been made in documenting discrimination against women in america our awareness of discrimination is

due in large part to the efforts of a feminist movement dominated by middle class white women and is skewed to their experiences

yet discrimination against racial ethnic women is in fact dramatically different more complex and more widespread and without a

window into the lives of racial ethnic women our understanding of the full extent of discrimination against all women in america will

be woefully inadequate now in this illuminating volume karen anderson offers the first book to examine the lives of women in the



three main ethnic groups in the united states native american mexican american and african american women revealing the many

ways in which these groups have suffered oppression and the profound effects it has had on their lives here is a thought

provoking examination of the history of racial ethnic women one which provides not only insight into their lives but also a broader

perception of the history politics and culture of the united states for instance anderson examines the clash between native

american tribes and the u s government particularly in the plains and in the west and shows how the forced acculturation of indian

women caused the abandonment of traditional cultural values and roles in many tribes women held positions of power which they

had to relinquish subordination to and economic dependence on their husbands and the loss of meaningful authority over their

children ultimately indian women were forced into the labor market the extended family was destroyed and tribes were dispersed

from the reservation and into the mainstream all of which dramatically altered the woman s place in white society and within their

own tribes the book examines mexican american women revealing that since u s job recruiters in mexico have historically focused

mostly on low wage male workers mexicans have constituted a disproportionate number of the illegals entering the states placing

them in a highly vulnerable position and even though mexican american women have in many instances achieved a measure of

economic success in their families they are still subject to constraints on their social and political autonomy at the hands of their

husbands and finally anderson cites a wealth of evidence to demonstrate that in the years since world war ii african american

women have experienced dramatic changes in their social positions and political roles and that the migration to large urban areas

in the north simply heightened the conflict between homemaker and breadwinner already thrust upon them changing woman

provides the first history of women within each racial ethnic group tracing the meager progress they have made right up to the

present indeed anderson concludes that while white middle class women have made strides toward liberation from male

domination women of color have not yet found in feminism any political remedy to their problems



Familial Fitness

2022-01-21

this text comprises a comprehensive analysis of the doctrine of providence from historical philosophical theological systematic and

practical perspectives the essays in this book discuss the doctrine of providence from four central angles first three chapters give

an historical introduction to the modern interpretation of the notion of providence examining how it was progressively naturalised

and secularized in modern times second over seven chapters and from different perspectives the book restates the christian notion

of providence in relation to the problem of evil and the theory of evolution third in two chapters the book exhibits providence as a

core theme in systematic theology finally over three chapters the book shows the ethical and political relevance of the doctrine of

providence today

The Routledge Critical Adoption Studies Reader

2023-12-22

The Silent Epidemic: A Child Psychiatrist's Journey beyond Death Row:Understanding,

Treating, and Preventing Neurodevelopmental Disorder Associated with Prenatal



Alcohol Exposure

1997-07-24

Changing Woman

2009-08-13

The Providence of God

1992

Indian Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Prevention and Treatment Act
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